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EXPANDING BORDERS OF MARKETING



Big Data
is the technology of 
today

* Gartner has removed Big Data technology from the hype cycle

Gartner's message:

Enough Talking Big Data. 
Get Practical!



Why Banks Need Big Data?                      

To make marketing 
quick and precise



Her tasks:
Meet Olivia

Olivia is a product manager

Bank products 
promotion and sales 

Getting additional 
revenues 

Customer loyalty 



His job is to:

customer
intelligence

risk 
management

business 
visualization

fraud and security 
intelligence

data management

revenue assurance

target marketing

churn 
management

This is Olivia –
on of the 
internal 

customers

analytics

Analyze data   

Prepare reports  

Generate target samples

Handle enormous workload

Meet Matthew

Matthew is an analyst



A sampling is needed to promote a product

Complexity of targeting affects the response

Olivia obtains a report on the service 
users and quickly formulates the 
targeting criteria.

Time    – 3 days

Response   –

Olivia thoroughly studies the profile of the service users by 
ordering multiple analytic reports. Matthew generates 
them to the best of his ability.

Time    – 1 month

Response   –

Simple
targeting 

Sophisticated 
targeting 



How to prepare campaigns quickly and efficiently?

Hire more analysts and market specialists 

Big Data expertise is a rare tidbit
There are precious few specialists on the 
market
Those precious few are expensive
They could be lured away any moment 

BUT:



Social Analytics broadens horizons!

Now, any market analyst 
can do the sampling

15 minutes

easy

efficient



Internal data: 

Bank database 
Automated Banking 

CRM 
Processing 

Contact Center data

Extended customer profile

Automatic identification of 
target audience

External data:

Credit bureau
Telecom operators’ data
Open source data

Demography 
Interests 
Behavior 
Geography    
Finance  
Device 

How does Social Analytics work for banks?



Social Analytics analyzes 
over 100 parameters
and automatically selects 
only relevant ones

Gender

Age

Marital status

Children

Place of residence

Education

Monthly income

Monthly expenditure

Account balance

Number of transactions

Average transaction amount

Frequency of transactions

Purchasing history

Purchase pattern

Interests

Popular services

How to sample for an advertising campaign?



HOW DOES EW SOCIAL ANALYTICS HELP?

Olivia 
can make her own 

efficient samples

FAST EASY EFFICIENT

Matthew
has one less trouble 
and more options for 
analysis



How else do we use Big Data?



your customer is about 
to go on vacation

credit card safety deposit box currency exchange

Personal proposal at the right time:                     

More response, bigger sales

Cross-sale of banking products

The analytical algorithm of Social Analytics shows that 



Don’t forget to pay utility bills before end 
of month

Pay your utility bills via our online bank. 
No commission for the first three months

Customer uses 
online bank

Customer does not use 
online bank

More obligatory payments More online payments

If your customers are neighbours, and at least one of them 
pays utility bills online, make them a special offer. Offer the 
other customers ready payment templates.

How to make a customer pay online more?

place of residence



Based on customer behavior analysis, the bank generates targeted 
audiences for each marketing campaign

Your customer has a car

You know: Big Data allows 
you to predict 
these things

Who could be 
interested?

New revenues 
from external 
advertisers 

Where and when he pays gas

Where and when he buys 

insurance

When he last bought a set of 

tyres

Or visited a car wash

Autoshop

Car service

Repair shop

Car wash

Tyre fitting shop

Parking 

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

How to monetize your customer insights?



Card Linked Marketing

Based on the customer’s actions and transactions analysis

Personal Adviser
takes over

Pay for your package tour VC *5555;
06.03 12:35; Intourist; 80 000 RUB 

Have a nice vacation! 
Bought everything yet? 

Children’s World offers 25% off their 
vacation collection!

Revenue from transactions

Customer loyalty



How else can Personal Adviser help? 

Bank transaction 
history analysis

Revealing 
behavior 
patterns

Relevant 
commercial 

offers

Like to have dinner in an Italian 
restaurant? 

We invite you to a new place with Italian 
cuisine. 
Would you like to reserve a table for two? 



On the same wavelength with the customer!

Respond to 
their life 
events 

Be part of their 
lives

Planning a vacation?
Don’t forget to ‘freeze’ you fitness card

Waiting for a theater premiere? Look 
at September theater guide and book 
tickets

Use customer 
insight



Visualization works!

Graphs reduce analysis time and visually demonstrate 
who could be attracted

B2B. All customers interact with one another

account is used as
interface

customer interacts only with 
third-party contractors: 
prone to churnour customers

“foreign” customers

Revealing group behavior pattern



Predicting churn

Prediction 
algorithms 
accuracy

80%

Churn prediction 
fullness

70%



How we can build up customer profile?

Add telecom 
operator’s data 

360°: a 3D portrait of the actual subscriber 

Social connections
Social activity index, social connections, 
friends …

Interests
Short & long-term recommendations

Behavior 
Where they recreate and spend vacation, 
where they shop

Geography
Home, work, favorite places …

Device
Type, OS, browser

Finance
Income bracket, ARPU, rate, 
limit, blockings …

Services  
Activated, traffic volumes, consumption 
trend …



Building up customer profile with 
operator’s data can yield: 

Accurate geo targeting                                                                                                       

Optimal location of ATMs 

New customers attracted

Scoring calculation

Prevented fraud 

Servicing quality

Synergy: How to obtain value by aggregating data? 



Cross-sales Transition to remote 
servicing

Selling insights Card Linked Marketing

Personal advice Churn prediction

How do banks 
benefit from
Social Analytics?

In 
summary…



20 years in telecoms

5 years working with Big Data  

Monetizing Big Data is our top priority

Why Eastwind? 

Megafon
MTS
Kcell

Megafon
MTS

TMCell
Tochka Bank
Kcell

Beeline



Agree on cases and 
success criteria 

Buy

Tally up the pluses 

Hold campaigns

We offer a pilot project 
Perfect terms

Try to monetize your data now



Speed, speed, speed, and speed. 
We are running late. 
And I mean, speed everywhere.

Hours to market and months to 
market - that we have now - is not  
a case of viable competition.

German Gref, 
Sberbank President

Let’s start right 
now!



+7 343 336 77 00
welcometobigdata.com

sales@eastwind.ru

Break new grounds 

for Big Data with us

http://welcometobigdata.com/
mailto:sales@eastwind.ru?subject=Пилотный проект, продукт Eastwind Social Analytics

